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October 2018
NEXT MEETING
The next meeting of the CMRCI will be at the Kaleen Clubroom at 7.30 pm on Wednesday
3rd October 2018.
The topic for the meeting will be how to use a multi-meter. It will be a practical session
designed to teach or refresh your memory on how to get the best use out of a multi-meter.
Not buckets of theory on how it works or the full range of functions, only those functions
useful to you as a modeller.
Chris will take the session. Bring your multi-meter (preferably with a live battery).
======================================================================

CMRCI MEETING – 5 SEPTEMBER
At a well-attended Club meeting on Wednesday 5th September, a number of decisions were
made by Members.
If you were not there you should be aware that:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The club agreed to fund a layout, possibly prototypical, to be built at Wednesday
night meetings. A project leader is required.
Consideration was given to changing a DCC track on Baldwin Park to DC. However,
there was doubt that this could be done effectively – further investigation is required.
Work to improve the operating potential of the top section of Baldwin Park will be
undertaken, led by AndrewL and PhilY.
Members will be canvassed to find out what topics for discussion/demonstration on
Wednesday evenings would interest them.
TerryS and PeterA offered their layouts for a visit(s) by members. Details TBA.
The question of a social event(s) for members and family was raised and generally
approved. A suitable venue is currently being sought.
Opening hours. It was announced that Club opening hours from now on would be
Tuesday: 0930 to 1230 (with the option of a fish and chip lunch afterwards). First
and third Wednesdays: 1900 to 2130. Other options were discussed, including the
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•

possibility of opening on a Thursday morning and possibly on weekend afternoons as
required.
A bus trip to a suitable venue of model railway or railway interest is planned – if you
have any a place in mind, please talk to the Committee.

======================================================================

CMRCI will be exhibiting Petersville at this exhibition on one of its last appearances
The dates are:
•
•
•

Friday 2 November – Travel to Wagga and set up
Saturday 3 November – model railway exhibition
Sunday 4 November – model railway exhibition, take down and return to Canberra.

For members who have not been to the Wagga show before, it is a relaxed and social
weekend – a good introduction to exhibiting our layout.
If you can’t make it all weekend, come to Wagga for the day and give the operators a break.
If you would like to give it a go, talk to a Committee member NOW. Accommodation is
currently being booked.

CMRCI DCC PROGRAMMING BOX – from ChrisN
A little while ago club-member Ron circulated a link to an article in Model Railroad Hobbyist
Magazine describing a portable DCC programming system. The idea was to be able to take
a small programming system along with club layouts to exhibitions and the like to allow locos
to be programmed if necessary. The system described in the article was put together from
surplus components.
While the idea had merit, it still needed an external computer and programming application
to be functional. We have a programming track in the club room, but if we took that with us
to exhibitions, someone would need to have a laptop available with JMRI and Decoder Pro 3
installed, as well as the correct driver to accept the Silicon Labs USB Interface used with the
track. It’s also a bit bulky.
Then Daryl suggested using a Raspberry Pi microcomputer to do the computing work, and a
plan was hatched.
The specification. The whole unit was to be self-contained, and capable of fitting into one
of the usual plastic storage boxes we take with us whenever we travel somewhere. The only
external connections needed would be power and a plug for an NCE Power Cab.
The components. The heart of the system is a Raspberry Pi 3 computer. It has four USB
ports, an HDMI output for a display, and operates on 5v power. The display is a 7-inch
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touch screen with 480 x 800 resolution. The power for the display comes from one of the
Raspberry Pi USB ports. The connection to the track uses an NCE PCP and a USB
interface.
NCE PCP

Raspberry Pi 3

Display
USB Interface
Figure 1: Programming track components

Figure 1: Components with cabling and power supply
Additional bits. As the plan progressed, it became apparent that the box would need a
keyboard, and potentially a mouse. While the display is a touch screen, its size meant that
for extended operations a mouse would be useful. Therefore, an external USB plug was
incorporated to allow connection of a mouse, as well as powering the rechargeable keyboard
and interfacing with the computer. Also, the display is small, and an external HDMI port
would allow connection to a larger display screen for demonstrations and the like.
The box would also be built with a small storage area for the keyboard, mouse, external
cabling, and potentially a spare NCE Power Cab.
Construction. The box is constructed from 9mm medium density fibreboard, with an upper
and lower compartment. The lower compartment has a hinged door. The power is brought
into the box via a standard three pin power cord, with a switch provided in the active line.
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The power is then distributed from a power board via three power packs – one to the
computer, one to the NCE PCP and the third to an HDMI splitter to allow the HDMI signal to
go to both the display and the external plug. The four Raspberry USB ports feed the display
power, and connect to the USB interface, the external USB panel, and the keyboard dongle.
Programming. Programming the Raspberry Pi was relatively simple. It came with a 16GB
SD card with a Linux operating system installed. JMRI provides an installation package for
Decoder Pro 3 that suits a Linux system and it loaded without hassle.
The finished box is 42 cm wide, 30 cm deep and 25 cm high. The completed system,
together with its stored components, weighs 6.4 kilograms.

Figure 2: The
box with
components
in the upper
section,
storage below

USB Interface

Raspberry Pi 3
HDMI Splitter

Storage Compartment

Figure 4: The box and lid, showing track and display
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Figure 3: The
connections - HDMI and
USB on the left, PCP in
the middle

Figure 4: The finished system with its keyboard
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THE MENTOR TEAM REPORT – Text and photos from Ron G.
The structural side of the layout-building moves along nicely each week. The re-structured
mountains now really look like Colorado Rocky Mountains, and we have the basic structure in
place for our mountain waterfall and stream.
The tunnel portals at both ends of the scenic section are in place, with associated civil
engineering works largely completed. Some track-laying changes are planned to take place
once the bridges over the stream are in place and able to carry traffic. Clearance tests for long
carriages and wagons have also resulted in minor changes to the train path.
It was decided that the points in the fiddle yard should be operated by Peco motors, and
students have been beavering away installing point motors, wiring up a push-button control
board and connecting switches to point motors. Points in the fiddle yard will be operated on a
separate D.C. power supply rather than using the track DCC power.

Pushbutton control panel under construction.
Painting of the mountains and backdrop, use of texture materials and ground cover and the
“planting” of 3 different species of trees will come later.
The waterfall and stream will be worked upon when a lot of the surrounding scenery has been
completed. Woodlands Scenic materials are being used for most of the latter project. An
inflatable rubber raft, complete with 3 energetic paddlers (wearing life jackets) will attempt to
ride the river rapids towards the end of scenery building.
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One of the students hard
at work shaping the
mountains.

I now want to report on an equally important aspect of the Mentor program. This involves
the benefits to the students who turn up each week to work on the project. We have observed
in recent weeks that there have been some noticeable changes in the behaviour and attitude
of some of our student team – all for the good!
Several students who were initially rather reticent in volunteering to undertake tasks have
been keen to take on new tasks and have let us know when they have finished allotted jobs
and are ready for the next task! This is noteworthy because they were initially lacking in some
self-confidence and reticent to take on anything outside their comfort zone. Several are
becoming “specialists” in the use of new skills and have been mentoring other students who
are new to those skills. Also noted has been the tendency of one or two to “stay on task” for
longer periods of time rather than finishing a job and trying to sit and talk to their mates.
These are some of the real benefits that the program is making to the lives of these students
and we hope that this carries on in other parts of their school and home life.

===============================================================
NAMING THE NEW LAYOUT
The Secretary recently sent out an email asking for ideas for names for the new exhibition
layout. No doubt you have some great ideas – let them be known. As a reminder, the
Secretaries email is repeated below:
“At yesterdays’ committee meeting it was decided to hold a competition to name our
new exhibition layout currently under construction.
Rules: none excepting that the decision of the Committee is final
Prize: The knowledge that your name, if selected, will emblazon the exhibition layout for
its’ life.
Closing date: 30th September 2018 - All entries can be made via reply to this email or in
person at the club.”
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HYBRID AND BATTERY POWERED LOCOMOTIVES.
Well we all know about hybrid and battery powered motor vehicles, but what about hybrid
and battery locomotives?
An indication of the current thinking in Europe is the release of the prototype of an electric
shunting loco from Euroest Locomotives of Romania and the purchase of four hybrid
locomotives by Deutsche Bahn of Germany
Euroest Locomotive Company has unveiled its first LHy-M battery hybrid shunting
locomotive, which is to be tested by Tehnotrans Feroviar at the Black Sea port of Constanta.
Based on an extensively
rebuilt LDH1250 dieselhydraulic locomotive, the
72 tonne four-axle LHyM has a 400Ah lithium
ion battery powering two
155 kW traction motors
to give a maximum
speed of 30 km/h, as
well as a Deutz TCD
2013 LO64V Tier III
auxiliary engine with a
Marelli MJB315SA4
generator.
The battery has a
charging time of under 3
hours and can then
power the locomotive for
between 8 and 12 hours.
The LHy-M battery hybrid shunting locomotive.
The company claims that “Over 10,000 locomotives are over 36 years old and need to be
replaced all over Europe because of pollution. Our solution transforms any diesel hydraulic
locomotive in one of the most modern shunting locomotives right now in the world. The
diesel generator on board gives the locomotive great range and efficiency.”
Deutsche Bahn has awarded sole bidder CRRC Zhuzhou (P R China) a contract to supply
four hybrid locomotives for hauling engineering trains. Delivery is scheduled for 2021, and
there are options for up to 16 more locos.
The 750 kW TSI-compliant AZLok locomotives will be able to operate at a maximum speed
of 100 km/h using diesel, third rail electric or battery power on main line routes and on the
Berlin S-Bahn network, for which they will be built to a low profile.
CRRC Zhuzhou estimates that the use of hybrid traction will produce a 30% energy saving
compared to a conventional locomotive. As well as enabling 80% of the braking energy to be
recovered, the lithium battery will allow the diesel engine to be switched off when idling and
will provide emission-free operation in tunnels. The locos will be fitted with remote diagnostic
systems.
=====================================================================
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RAILWAY BUFFERS.
I thought that I had seen them all in every shape, colour and size – timber ones, made out of
railway track, earth filled stone bins, 44-gallon drums filled with concrete, old wooden
sleepers nailed to the track, earth banks, purpose built steel buffers, with or without
absorption buffers, etc, etc.…….
But I have never seen any as solid or as functional or as pleasing to the eye as these.

Railway buffers at the railway passenger terminal at Bodo, Norway. The base is
embedded in the ground, made of poured concrete with a flower box on top. The
station staff must be keen gardeners.
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DEAN MARTIN
I know that this has absolutely nothing to do with model railways, but for all the Dean Martin
fans out there …………………

(No idea who the photographer was or where Indian Hills is, but thanks anyway.)

================================================================
THE NEW EXHIBITION LAYOUT
Work on the as yet unnamed layout is under way. The basic track plan was agreed to at the
CMRCI meeting on the 5th September, but doubtless there will refinements along the way.
The layout will primarily be for entertainment and will include moving vehicles and boats.

The marking out
team in action.
Judging by the
furious rubbing
out going on, not
all is working out
as planned.
See the
Secretary’s email
regarding the
naming of this new
layout.
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BUNNINGS GUNGHALIN
It was a dark and stormy night – and b****** cold as well when we took Charlestown to the
huge Bunnings store at Gunghalin to be a part of their Father’s Day event. Probably due to
the very cold night, attendance was not very large, but there were still enough patrons to
make the effort worthwhile.
The venue was the timberyard at Bunnings, which we shared with a petting zoo, face
painting, engraving table, etc, etc. While the venue was inside under cover it was still open
at one end and was quite cold. Undeterred, our rugged team endured and entertained lots
of kids (and parents).
Mums and Dads
(and kids) in
action on
Charlestown.

One huge advantage of the venue was the ability to drive our truck and trailer right inside to
the display point. For once we did not have to carry the layout and gear any distance at all.
Very convenient!

Bob the Bunnings man –
on stilts. He enquired
after Ron as do most of
these characters we
encounter on U-Drive
excursions.
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Charlestown also appeared at the Spence Primary School fete on Saturday 22
September. Flyers for our next EXPO were given to patrons – the beginning of the
promotional effort for the 2019 EXPO.
==================================================================

UPGRADES FOR BALDWIN PARK – From AndrewL
Phil and I were asked to identify possible upgrades for Baldwin Park. We have spoken
to several people including Peter Amey and John Wishart come up with the following list
of projects. These are essentially functional upgrades to improve the operability of
Baldwin Park. We are proposing that members attending on Wednesday nights be
invited to consider undertaking these projects.
We have kept the description of the projects fairly generic so that participants have the
opportunity to think about details and variations. Some of the projects will be quite
challenging in different ways. It will be a requirement that Baldwin Park will continue to
be operational while the projects proceed – a further challenge! The projects will also
provide opportunities for people to share and demonstrate skills to those wishing to
learn.
SUGGESTED BALDWIN PARK UPGRADE PROJECTS
1.
Add an additional track on bottom level the North end of Baldwin Park to create
four independent circuits.
2.
Convert the outer two lower tracks to independent dual DC/DCC operation
3.
Rearrange Petersville Yard on the upper level to allow better access from
the incoming mains to the platform and better access to the South Yards from the
main and from the loco area.
4.
Construct a branch line from the South End of Petersville to above the computers
5.
Construct a Branch line to include “Hy-Brid”- probably on the North end.
(Note: a team has already commenced planning and work on Baldwin Park. If you
would like to join the team talk to Mike Hawkes – Ed.)
Other possible projects for the Wednesday nights are:
·
A layout on the west wall of the clubroom
·
A series of diorama type modules which could be exhibited individually or
connected with a fiddle yard
·
Projects to undertake some specific aspects of the new Expo layout.

AUSCISION SAR/ANR/AN 830 - NSWGR 48 Class LOCOMOTIVES – REVIEW
For those of you considering a purchase of one of the above locomotives, you can do no
better than to study the excellent review done by Dan Carmody and our very own Peter
Madsen.
The detailed review appears on pages 52 to 55 of the October AMRM. Well done.
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HISTORY CORNER
Those of you who were around in 1954 will doubtless remember the visit to Australia of
Queen Elizabeth II and the Duke of Edinburgh. I don’t – I was in primary school in country
Western Australia and “fishing” in the local stormwater drain was much more interesting and
important than something happening “in the city”.
Anyway, 1954 was also the centenary of Victorian Railways and the Flinders Street Station
in Melbourne was illuminated to celebrate both the centenary and the Royal Visit.

Flinders Street Station illuminated – must have looked magnificent at the time.
(Photo from the Public Records Office, Victoria – with thanks)

=====================================================================================

======================================================================
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LIFE’S LITTLE TREASURES
The Life’s Little Treasures Foundation has approached CMRCI for support for their annual
“Walk For Prems”, as we did last year.
“Our annual fundraiser is the Walk for Prems, held on Sunday 28th of October and our
Canberra walk is held around Lake Tuggeranong.
We currently receive no government funding so all monies raised at this event provides
families with a range of supports such as: reading material, Android and IPhone apps,
monthly Playgroup’s, a 24/7 support phone line, lunches and morning teas for families
who are currently in the Special Care Nursery or Neonatal Intensive Care Unit once a
month as this allows us to build support networks and provide critical information and
much more.
Once the walk is completed we have a picnic and celebrations with the families in the
park.
I am writing to you today to ask if there is any chance that you would be able to attend our
walk with the trains?”
The CMRCI Committee has agreed to support this worthy cause. Your assistance on the
day would be appreciated.
The Secretary will provide details closer to the date.

CMRCI OFFICE BEARERS
President: Peter McEvoy
Vice President: Chris Neil
Secretary: Anthony Hunt
Treasurer: Phil Young
Committee Members:
Volker Aeuckens, Danny Henskens, Andrew Lund, Bob Moreton,
Terry Smith, George Watts, John Webster
Life Members: Lloyd Sawyer, Ward Gainey, John Wishart
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OCTOBER 2018
2 October (Tues)
3 October (Weds)
9 October (Tues)
16 October (Tues)
17 October (Weds)
23 October (Tues)
28 Oct (Sun)

Daylighters’ meeting. Baldwin Park available for
running. Continuing work on Club layouts.
Club Meeting. Topic – Your Multimeter
Work on Club layouts.
Daylighters’ meeting. Baldwin Park available for
running. Continuing work on Club layouts.
Daylighters’ meeting. Baldwin Park available for
running. Continuing work on Club layouts.
Club Meeting – Baldwin Park available for
running. Continuing work on Baldwin Park.
Daylighters’ meeting. Baldwin Park available for
running. Continuing work on Club layouts.
Charlestown at Life’s Little Treasures. Details
TBA

NOVEMBER 2018
2 Nov (Fri)
3 Nov (Sat)
4 Nov (Sun)

6 Nov (Tues)
7 Nov (Weds)
13 Nov (Tues)
20 Nov (Tues)
21 Nov (Tues)
28 Nov (Tues)

Take Petersville to Wagga – set up layout
09.00 to 17.00 - 19th Annual Model Railway and
Hobby Exhibition - Wagga Wagga.
09.00 to 16.00 - 19th Annual Model Railway and
Hobby Exhibition - Wagga Wagga Return to
Canberra.
Daylighters’ meeting. Baldwin Park available for
running. Continuing work on Club layouts.
Club Meeting. Topic – TBA Continuing work on
Club layouts.
Daylighters’ meeting. Baldwin Park available for
running. Continuing work on Club layouts.
Daylighters’ meeting. Baldwin Park available for
running. Continuing work on Club layouts.
Club Meeting – Baldwin Park available for
running. Continuing work on Club layouts.
Daylighters’ meeting. Baldwin Park available for
running.

FUTURE EVENTS
6 Dec.

Charlestown at Bunnings Majura. Details TBC

16 Dec.

Charlestown at The Grove. Details TBA

2019
5 Feb

Charlestown at Hall Markets

Feb

Kick-Off Party TBC
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5 Mar

Charlestown at Hall Markets

29-31 Mar

CMRCI Annual EXPO
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